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Executive Summary 
 

An Archaeological Impact Assessment (AIA) was conducted for the above-
named development on 9 November 2009.  The bulk of the study was conducted in 
previously developed – disturbed - areas except for small portions at the Jamieson 
and Langeberg reservoirs.  The latter areas were variably vegetated but adequate 
expanses of ground surfaces were visible for archaeological assessment.  The bulk 
of the study area is disturbed by a range of recent human activities including roads, 
structures and services. 

 
Three archaeological occurrences of Stone Age origin were identified that 

require the implementation of mitigation measures prior to and during the 
construction phase  No paleontological remains or other heritage related resources 
were observed.  
 

Provided that the recommended mitigation measures – as approved by Heritage 
Western Cape - are implemented, it is recommended that the proposed project be 
approved.  

 
It is recommended that; 
• Because of the expected presence of sub surface archaeological remains in 

previously undisturbed areas, earthmoving activities in the areas surrounding 
the Jamieson and Langeberg reservoirs should be monitored by - or under the 
supervision of - a professional archaeologist.  Archaeological monitoring will 
ensure that negative impact on subterranean archaeological and 
paleontological materials is avoided or minimized. 

• The waterline route should be aligned with the existing “pipeline” from the 
Langeberg Reservoir down to the N2 so as to avoid further disturbance to an 
identified Middle Stone Age quarry site. 

 
Note that; 
• If archaeological materials are exposed during vegetation clearing and/or 

earth moving activities, then they must be dealt with in accordance with the 
National Heritage Resources Act (No. 25 of 1999) and at the expense of the 
developer.  In the event of exposing human remains during construction, the 
matter will fall into the domain of Heritage Western Cape (Mr. Nick Wiltshire) 
or the South African Heritage Resources Agency (Ms Mary Leslie) and will 
require a professional archaeologist to undertake mitigation if needed.  
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1.  Introduction 
 1.1 Background 
 
 Regarding the proposed Asazani Zinyoka Bulk Water Pipeline Route, Mossel Bay, 
Western Cape Province (Figures 1 through 5), Mr Danie Wessels, - of MVD Raadgewende 
Ingenieurs (Suid-Kaap) (Edms.) Bpk. and on behalf of the Mossel Bay Municipality - 
appointed CHARM to conduct an Archaeological Impact Assessment (AIA) of the affected 
properties in accordance with Section 38 of the National Heritage Resources Act (Act 25 of 
1999)   
 

The study focused on affected portions of properties and not their entire extents.  
Earlier archaeological work in the immediate vicinity of the study area has relevance (Nilssen 
2005a).  Properties affected by the proposed waterline route include Erven 18217, 5824, 
1712, 1717, 11912, Remainder Portions 912 and 2001, and Portions 167, 253, 185, 109 and 
116 of the Farm Vyf Brakke Fontein 220. 
 

“The proposed activity involves the construction of an approximate 8km long bulk 
water pipeline from the existing Langeberg Reservoir, via the existing Kwanonqaba 
Reservoir, to the existing Jamieson Reservoir in Mossel Bay.  The activity includes the 
construction of two pump-stations along the pipeline route (exact locations to be determined) 
and an additional 10mega-litre reservoir at the Jamieson Reservoir.” (Ms Sian Davies of 
Cape Environmental Assessment Practitioners (Pty) Ltd [Cape EAPRAC] – see submitted 
HWC NID form). 
 

Proposed development activities that potentially affect archaeological resources in the 
study area include: 

• Earthmoving activities for the construction and installation of: 
1. a 8km x 5m pipeline  
2. 2 x 25m2 pump stations  
3. 150m2 10mega-litre reservoir 

 
The layout plan is shown in Figures 3 & 4, and further details and specifications can be 

obtained from the Mossel Bay Municipality or Ms Davies. 
 
 
 1.2. Purpose and Scope of the Study 

 
Objectives of the Archaeological Impact Assessment are: 
• To assess the study area for traces of archaeological and heritage related resources;  
• To identify options for archaeological mitigation in order to minimize potential negative 

impacts; and 
• To make recommendations for archaeological mitigation where necessary. 
 
Terms of Reference (ToR): 
a) Locate boundaries and extent of the study area. 
b) Conduct a survey of the study area to identify and record archaeological and heritage 
related resources. 
c) Assess the impact of the proposed development on above-named resources. 
d) Recommend mitigation measures where necessary. 
e) Prepare and submit a report to the client that meets standards required by Heritage 
Western Cape (HWC) in terms of the National Heritage Resources Act, No. 25 of 1999. 
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As requested, a Heritage Western Cape (HWC) Notice of Intent to Develop (NID) 
form was completed, signed by the author and submitted with this document.. 
 
 
 1.3 Study Area 
 

The study area is a linear strip running between the Langeberg and Jamieson 
reservoirs on the western side of Mossel Bay on the Cape South coast (Figures 1 through 5).   

 
Two alternative routes are currently proposed for the Asazani Zinyoka Bulk Water 

Pipeline and the following details were supplied by Ms Davies (see HWC NID, Figure 3 and 
Plates 1 through 4): 

1. The pipeline will cross under the N2 below the Langeberg Reservoir, following the off 
ramp to Alwyn Road.  From here it crosses Alwyn to pass through the middle of the 
Voorbaai Industrial area, parallel to and between the N2 and Louis Fourie Road 
(R328).  Here the pipeline will cross the Voorbaai drainage line.  It will then link with 
Watson Way at the south-western side of the Voorbaai Industrial area and follow this 
road (becoming Mayixhale Street) through the Kwanonqaba residential area to the 
Kwanonqaba Reservoir.  From here the pipeline will link with Bill Jeffery Drive and then 
Essenhout Road where it will cross Louis Fourie Road.  The pipeline will continue 
along Essenhout Road, passing the Southern Cape College and the Heiderand 
residential area, ending at the Jamieson Reservoir. The proposed route will remain in 
the road reserve or cross municipal land. 

2. The pipeline will cross under the N2 below the Langeberg Reservoir, following the off 
ramp to Alwyn Road.  From here it links with Louis Fourie Road (R328) and follows its 
alignment (crossing the Voorbaai drainage line) to link up with Watson Way.  It will then 
follow the same route as alternative 1, until it meets up with Louis Fourie Road.  The 
pipeline will then follow the alignment of Louis Fourie in an easterly direction, and link 
up with Essenhout Road, passing the Southern Cape College and the Heiderand 
residential area, down to the Jamieson Reservoir. The proposed route will remain in 
the road reserve or cross municipal land.    

 
The study area is accessible by vehicle apart from the eastern slope of the 

Langeberg reservoir, which was accessed by parking beside the N2 and walking up to the 
reservoir along the proposed pipeline route.  The entire length of the proposed pipeline route 
is disturbed – to a greater or lesser extent - by recent human activities (see Plates 1 through 
4).  Examples of the immediate environment – development, vegetation, topography and so 
on - bordering the study area are shown in Plates 1 through 4.  Only small areas adjacent to 
the Langeberg and Jamieson reservoirs retain relatively undisturbed indigenous vegetation 
(Plates 1, 3 & 4).   
 
 
 1.4 Approach to the Study 
 

Considerable archaeological work was conducted in the surroundings of the study 
area, and those pertinent to the current study found that the bulk of archaeological remains in 
this area originate in the Early and Middle Stone Age periods (Hart 2005, Kaplan 1997, 
Nilssen 2009a, 2009b, 2008, 2005a, 2005b, Nilssen et al 2007 and Thompson 2006).  Sites 
that received a great deal of publicity are caves on the property of the Pinnacle Point 
development where evidence for the origins of modern humans was uncovered over the last 
8 years.  It is expected that Stone Age materials like those recorded during archaeological 
monitoring at Pinnacle Point will be unearthed - as a result of the proposed project - at and in 
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the vicinity of the Jamieson Reservoir (Nilssen 2005a).  This part – the present study area - 
of Mossel Bay is newly developed and contains no significant heritage related resources of 
the colonial period. 

 
On behalf of the client and the Mossel Bay Municipality, Ms Sian Davies of Cape 

EAPRAC provided background information and documents as well as plans and coordinate 
data for the study area (Figures 3 & 4 and Table 1).  Initially, the study area was visited with 
Ms Davies and Ms Louise-Mari van Zyl of Cape EAPRAC, and thereafter the study was 
conducted independently.   

 
Small portions of the study area are not formally developed, but are disturbed to 

some extent.  These are the areas around the Jamieson and Langeberg reservoirs, where 
limited earthmoving activities were undertaken in the construction of the reservoirs and the 
laying of a pipeline from the Langeberg Reservoir and downslope toward the N2.  The entire 
study area was accessible and adequate ground surfaces were exposed for archaeological 
inspection and assessment.  Undeveloped areas were surveyed on foot while developed 
areas were surveyed by vehicle where appropriate. 

 
Survey tracks were fixed with a hand held Garmin Camo GPS to record the search 

area (Figures 2 & 5, gpx tracking file submitted to HWC and is available from author).  
Observations and photo localities were also fixed by GPS (Figures 2 & 5, Plates 1 through 5 
and Table 1).  Digital audio notes and a high quality, comprehensive digital photographic 
record were also made (full data set available from author).  Localities of photographs are 
established by matching the numbers on photographs with those of waypoints in Figures 2 
and 5.  Directions of views are indicated with compass bearing names like E is east; WSW is 
west south west, and so on.  As the sequence of Plates suggests, the survey started and 
ended at the Jamieson and Langeberg reservoirs respectively. 
 
 
 
2.  Results 
 

On 9 November 2009, in approximately 4.5 hours of survey, a distance of 16km was 
traversed, covering an area of about 13ha, of which – in undeveloped areas - an average of 
around 40% provided good archaeological visibility (Figure 5 and Plates 1 through 5).  No 
archaeological or heritage related resources were identified in developed areas.  
Archaeological inspection was restricted to exposed surfaces in the vicinity of the Jamieson 
and Langeberg reservoirs, and exposed profiles in trenches in the same areas (Plates 1, 2, 4 
& 5). 

 
 2.1  Waypoint 3 

 
A low density scatter of Middle Stone Age artefacts occurs on the exposed surface of 

an informal single vehicle track, immediately north of the fence enclosing the Jamieson 
Reservoir (Figure 5, Plate 1 and Table 1).  The topsoil and upper part of the sand body are 
disturbed and eroded as a result of vehicular and pedestrian traffic, which have also 
compacted the exposed surface.  An example of the upper sedimentary sequence is shown 
in Plate 1 and this pattern is widespread in the area (Nilssen 2005a).  With reference to the 
profile in Plate 1; artefacts occur in the topsoil and sand body and not in the clay or 
underlying calcrete.  Paleontological materials were found in the calcrete bed on the Pinnacle 
Point property (Nilssen 2005a).  At waypoint 3, stone artefacts are in quartzite and include 
flaked pieces, flakes and two pieces appear to be retouched (Plate 1).   
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Significance & Recommendation:  While recorded material is in secondary context, 

it is expected that in situ archaeological materials lie in the upper sediments of previously 
undisturbed areas (Nilssen 2005a).  These materials are considered of local significance and 
archaeological monitoring during earthmoving activities will prevent or minimize negative 
impact from the proposed development. 

 
 2.2  Waypoint 8 

 
Some 80m east of the Jamieson Reservoir fence, a mixed surface scatter of Early 

and Middle Stone Age artefacts occurs on an exposed surface that is devoid of topsoil and 
loose sands (Figure 5, Plate 2 and Table 1).  Calcrete is exposed in places, but due to the 
disturbed nature of the area, it is uncertain whether the calcrete is in primary context or not.  
As at waypoint 3, the surface has been compacted by recent human activity.  More than 50 
artefacts were counted in an area of around 200m2 in a disturbed and deflated context.  This 
is a medium density scatter of artefacts in quartzite, and includes disc cores, large flakes, 
small flakes, convergent flakes, Early Stone Age bifacial hand axes and cleavers as well as 
hammer stones (Plate 2). 

 
Significance & Recommendation:  As with waypoint 3, it is expected that in situ 

archaeological materials lie in near surface sediments in undisturbed areas.  These materials 
are considered of local and regional significance and archaeological monitoring during 
earthmoving activities will prevent or minimize negative impact on archaeological deposits. 

 
 2.3  Waypoint 26 

 
Located between the railway line and the Langeberg Reservoir is an extensive Middle 

Stone Age quarry site with a few pieces that may be of Later Stone Age origin (Figure 5, 
Plates 4 & 5 and Table 1).  The scatter is some 45x15m in extent and comprises the area 
between waypoints 23 and 26 (Figure 5).  Materials are scattered on the surface among 
numerous cobbles that may stem from the Enon conglomerate, though the stratigraphic 
origin is not clear.  Present in medium to low densities, artefacts are in quartzite and include 
cores, flakes and hammer stones (Plates 4 & 5). 

 
Significance & Recommendation:  This site is considered of local and regional 

significance (quarry sites are rare in this area) and should not be disturbed beyond the 
existing disturbance (pipeline).  The quarry site was previously disturbed and damaged by 
the installation of a pipeline running from the reservoir area toward the N2 (waypoint 24, 
Figure 5 and Plate 4).  To prevent further disturbance to this site, it is recommended that the 
proposed pipeline route be aligned with the existing pipeline route as seen at waypoint 24.  
Additionally, it is recommended that archaeological monitoring be conducted during 
earthmoving activities associated with the installation of the proposed pipeline. 

 



Table 1.  Coordinate and descriptive data for observations and the study area. 

Name
Description                                        

img=image file snd=sound file
Datum: WGS 84 

Lat/Lon dec.degrees
Datum: WGS 84       

Gr id: SA National Age Type Extent Density Cultural
1 img5637-9 snd5639 S34.19324 E22.10171 23 Y0082801 X3785461 photo site roads & reservoir
2 img5640-2  snd5641 S34.19313 E22.10181 23 Y0082792 X3785449 photo site route road reserve & trench

3 MSA scat ter - img5643-5  snd5645 S34.19321 E22.10293 23 Y0082689 X3785457 MSA open 20x3m low
quartzite - flaked pieces, 
flakes, 2 poss retouched, 

4 img5646 snd5646 S34.19324 E22.10337 23 Y0082648 X3785460 photo site, flora none
5 img5647 snd5647 S34.19370 E22.10335 23 Y0082650 X3785511 photo site, flora none
6 img5648 S34.19369 E22.10349 23 Y0082637 X3785510 photo site, flora none
7 img5649-50 S34.19366 E22.10375 23 Y0082613 X3785506 photo site, flora none

8 MSA-ESA scatter - img5651-4 snd5654 S34.19358 E22.10427 23 Y0082565 X3785496 ESA/MSA open 20x10m med

quartzite - disc cores, 
large flakes, small flakes, 
convergent flakes, ESA 
bifaces, hammer stones

9 img5655 snd5655 S34.18801 E22.10181 23 Y0082797 X3784881 photo site route road reserve
10 img5656 snd5656 S34.18223 E22.09060 23 Y0083836 X3784249 photo site route road reserve
11 img5657 snd5657 S34.18035 E22.09098 23 Y0083803 X3784041 photo site route road reserve
12 img5658-60 snd5660 S34.18289 E22.10222 23 Y0082764 X3784313 photo site route road reserve
13 img5661-4 S34.18145 E22.10170 23 Y0082814 X3784154 photo site route road reserve

14 img5665-6 snd5666 S34.18069 E22.10012 23 Y0082960 X3784071 photo site route
lot of recent, previous 
disturbance; road

15 img5667 snd5667 S34.18066 E22.09786 23 Y0083169 X3784069 photo site route road reserve
16 img5668 snd5668 S34.17475 E22.09045 23 Y0083857 X3783419 photo site route road reserve
17 img5669 snd5669 S34.16441 E22.08968 23 Y0083939 X3782273 photo site route road reserve
18 img5670 snd5670 S34.15849 E22.10111 23 Y0082890 X3781607 photo site route road reserve
19 img5671-2 snd5672 S34.15292 E22.10104 23 Y0082902 X3780989 photo site route road reserve

20 img5673-4 snd5674 S34.14744 E22.10104 23 Y0082908 X3780381 photo site route
lot of recent, previous 
disturbance; road

21 img5677-8 snd5678 S34.14348 E22.09897 23 Y0083103 X3779943 photo site, flora none, pedestrian track
22 img5679-80 snd5680 S34.14321 E22.09870 23 Y0083127 X3779914 photo site, flora rail line
23 poss quarry site - img5681-3 snd5683 S34.14291 E22.09831 23 Y0083164 X3779881 photo site route poss source for quarry
24 existing pipe - img5684-6 snd5686 S34.14287 E22.09808 23 Y0083185 X3779876 modern pipe existing pipe
25 img5687-9 snd5689 S34.14200 E22.09759 23 Y0083232 X3779781 photo route scene Mossel Bay

26 MSA/LSA quarry - img5690-3 snd5693 S34.14261 E22.09835 23 Y0083160 X3779848 MSA/LSA quarry 45x15m med-low
quartzite: cores, flakes, 
hammer stones

27 img5694 S34.14391 E22.09990 23 Y0083017 X3779991 photo site, flora road reserve  
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Table 1 (continued).  Coordinate and descriptive data for observations and the study area. 

Name
Description                                        

img=image file s nd=sound f ile
Datum: WGS 84 

Lat/Lon dec.degrees
Datum: WGS 84       

Grid: SA National Age Type Extent Density Cultural
a1 waterline route point S34.14204 E22.09755 23 Y0083235 X3779785 route
a10 waterline route point S34.15401 E22.10135 23 Y0082873 X3781109 route
a11 waterline route point S34.15543 E22.09983 23 Y0083011 X3781269 route
a12 waterline route point S34.15870 E22.10369 23 Y0082652 X3781628 route
a13 waterline route point S34.15965 E22.10166 23 Y0082838 X3781735 route
a14 waterline route point S34.16465 E22.08957 23 Y0083949 X3782299 route
a15 waterline route point S34.16849 E22.08803 23 Y0084087 X3782727 route
a16 waterline route point S34.17565 E22.09092 23 Y0083813 X3783519 route
a17 waterline route point S34.18043 E22.09077 23 Y0083822 X3784049 route
a18 waterline route point S34.18100 E22.10155 23 Y0082828 X3784103 route
a19 waterline route point S34.18273 E22.09069 23 Y0083827 X3784304 route
a2 waterline route point S34.14379 E22.09941 23 Y0083062 X3779978 route
a20 waterline route point S34.18303 E22.10230 23 Y0082756 X3784328 route
a21 waterline route point S34.19333 E22.10196 23 Y0082779 X3785471 route
a22 proposed addition to Jamieson Reservoir S34.19361 E22.10339 23 Y0082646 X3785501 route
a3 waterline route point S34.14379 E22.09994 23 Y0083013 X3779978 route
a4 waterline route point S34.14567 E22.10076 23 Y0082935 X3780185 route
a5 waterline route point S34.14658 E22.10068 23 Y0082941 X3780286 route
a6 waterline route point S34.14675 E22.10179 23 Y0082839 X3780304 route
a7 waterline route point S34.14822 E22.10121 23 Y0082892 X3780467 route
a8 waterline route point S34.14840 E22.10178 23 Y0082838 X3780487 route
a9 waterline route point S34.14995 E22.10048 23 Y0082957 X3780660 route  

 
 



3.  Sources of Risk, Impact Identification and Assessment 
 

Proposed development activities that will potentially have a permanent negative impact 
on archaeological resources in the study area include: 

• Earthmoving activities for the construction and installation of: 
4. a 8km x 5m pipeline  
5. 2 x 25m2 pump stations (positioned in developed areas)  
6. 150m2 10mega-litre reservoir 

 
Earthmoving activities will penetrate sediments unaffected by previous disturbances and 

in previously undisturbed areas.  With knowledge of the archaeological record in the area, 
the presence of subsurface archaeological materials is anticipated.  Archaeological 
monitoring of earthmoving activities associated with the proposed project will avoid and/or 
minimize negative impacts.  Additionally, a Middle Stone Age quarry near the Langeberg 
Reservoir will be impacted by the current alignment of the proposed pipeline.  The proposed 
alignment should be adjusted to minimize damage to that site. 

 
Table 2 summarizes the potential impact of the proposed development on 

archaeological and palaeontological resources with and without mitigation. 
 

Table 2.  Potential impact on and loss of archaeological resources 
 

 With Mitigation Without Mitigation 

Extent Local Local 
Duration Permanent Permanent 
Intensity Low Medium to High 
Probability Low High 
Significance Low to Medium High 
Status Low Medium to High 
Confidence High High 

 
Provided that recommended mitigation measures - as approved by Heritage Western 

Cape - are implemented, it is recommended that the proposed project be approved.  
 
 
4.  Required and Recommended Mitigation Measures  
 

The following measures are required: 
• In the event that vegetation clearing and earthmoving activities expose archaeological 

or paleontological materials, such activities must stop and Heritage Western Cape 
must be notified immediately. 

• If archaeological materials are exposed through earthmoving activities, then they 
must be dealt with in accordance with the National Heritage Resources Act (No. 25 of 
1999) and at the expense of the developer(s) and/or property owner(s). 

• Unmarked human burials may occur anywhere in the landscape and are often 
exposed during earthmoving activities.  Human remains are protected by law and, if 
older than 60 years, are dealt with by Heritage Western Cape (Mr. Nick Wiltshire 021 
483 9685) or the State Archaeologist at the South African Heritage Resources 
Agency (Mrs. Mary Leslie who can be reached at 021 462 4502). 
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It is recommended that: 
• It is expected that sub surface archaeological remains will occur in the area 

surrounding the Jamieson Langeberg Reservoirs and therefore, earthmoving 
activities should be monitored by - or under the supervision of - a professional 
archaeologist.  Archaeological monitoring will ensure that negative impact on 
subterranean archaeological and paleontological materials is avoided or minimized.  
Paleontological materials do occur in the calcrete deposits in this area and monitoring 
will allow early detection of such materials were they to be exposed during 
earthmoving. 

• The proposed pipeline alignment in the vicinity of the Langeberg Reservoir will impact 
on a Middle Stone Age quarry.  It is recommended that the proposed pipeline route 
be aligned with the existing pipeline and that archaeological monitoring be conducted 
to minimize further impact on this site. 
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Figure 1.  General location of the study area on the western edge of Mossel Bay,  Western Cape Province.  Map courtesy Surveys and 

Mapping.  
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Figure 2.  Enlarged area as indicated in Figure 1 showing the study area (survey tracks). Map 

courtesy Surveys and Mapping 
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Figure 3.  Layout plan of proposed development with green and red indicating two alternative 

pipeline routes.  Figure courtesy Cape EAPRAC.   
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Figure 4.  Enlarged area as indicated in Figure 3 showing the proposed location of the additional reservoir east of Jamieson Reservoir. 

Graphic courtesy Cape EAPRAC.  
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Figure 5.  On left, enlarged area as indicated in Figure 1 showing survey tracks and waypoints.  Aireal 

photos courtesy Surveys and Mapping.  
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Plate 1.  The study area and finds as discussed in text.  See locality of images in Figure 5.  Letters indicate direction of view. 
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Plate 2.  Finds and views of various sections on pipeline route.  See locality of images in Figure 5.  Letters indicate direction of view. 
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Plate 3.  Views of various sections along the pipeline route.  See locality of images in Figure 5.  Letters indicate direction of view. 
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Plate 4.  Views along the pipeline route at the Langeberg Reservoir.  Note existing pipeline at waypoint 24 and see Figure 5. 
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Plate 5.  Middle Stone Age quarry at waypoint 26 showing context and finds including hammer stone, flakes and flaked quartzite. 


